MARKETING MATERIALS
FAULU

Item 1: Faulu client brochure for British-American product

Front:

Back:
Item 2: Faulu client brochure for Pioneer product

Front:

Back:
Item 3: Faulu staff brochure

Front:

Back:
Item 4: Poster for Faulu branch offices
Item 3: Faulu brochure for treatment centers

...because of the insurance, we paid nothing during the emergency and the service we received at the hospital was fantastic!

...I would recommend taking up insurance to everyone, the payments are small, they don’t overstretch you and it brings peace of mind.

health insurance...

1. APPROVED PROVIDER
2. IDENTIFY YOURSELF
3. PURCHASE POLICY
4. WAIT FOR REFERENCE NUMBER
5. FILL IN CLAIM FORM
6. PRESENT RECEIPT
7. TREATMENT
8. TREATMENT
9. ENSURE BOTH FORMS HAVE MATCHING SIGNATURES
10. UNHAPPY HELPLINE

last expense...

1. INFORM FAULU WITHIN 24 HOURS
2. PRODUCE EVIDENCE
3. FILL CLAIM FORM
4. DEATH OF PRINCIPAL
5. PROVIDE DEATH CERTIFICATE
6. FILL CLAIM FORM

www.faukukenya.co.ke
FOR ANY ENQUIRIES CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE ON 0728 446 800, 0738 170 451 or 020 2388088

Faulu
YOUR WEALTH, YOUR SUCCESS
CIC

Item 1: CIC educational Q&A tool

Inside:
CIC educational Q&A tool in use:
Item 2: CIC banner Pen
Item 3: CIC poster
Item 2: British-American poster (incomplete)